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A ‘force field’ is an effect that stops damage, and 
uses energy to power it. ‘Armor’ is an effect that 
stops damage, is in a gadget and requires no 
energy, but it could also be inherent to you and 
not a gizmo, like armored skin. A ‘force wall’ is 
an effect that stops damage, is usable at range, 
protects an area and uses energy. Instead of 
having a list of powers with ‘armor’, ‘force field’ 
and ‘force wall’, we just have the building blocks 
that can be combined to make the powers and 
let you customize them how you want.

The power system in the core EABA rules is
going to be an explanation of the system,
some sample powers and ways to modify
them. However, the depth of the subject really
demands its own separate book, and if you
want and need that sort of detail, you will have
to go there.

Which way you do it is up to you. For new 
players, we recommend letting the game-
master set things up. For veteran role-players
and system geeks, get EABA Powers. 

What is a power?
Everything, nothing, and most of the stuff in
between. Power is not about exactly what
something does, but the relative advantage it
gives you compared to everyone else in the
situation.

For instance, you might not think of a modern
military rifle as a ‘power’. It is lethal, it is 
powerful, and you certainly do not want to 
be on the wrong end of one, but there are 
millions and millions of them out there, so no
army is at a disadvantage for not being able to
have them. 

On the other hand, take a squad loaded to the
eyeballs with extra clips and dump them back
at the Battle of Hastings (1066CE). That eight-
man squad would decide the battle, changing
the course of history. They might not have
held back the Persians forever if they fought
beside the Spartan 300, but they would have
saved Custer’s bacon at the Little Big Horn.

INTRODUCTION
If you are a fan of science fiction, 
fantasy, comics, movies or television, 
you are aware there is a nearly infinite
number of odd paranormal effects used in 
fiction, and used in ways that are often unique
to a particular setting. This means that to set
up a paranormal power list for a universal rpg
like EABA could require hundreds of pages,
giving each possible power its own writeup.

Or, we could use a lot less pages and instead
create a system of parameters and options
that let you mix and match components,
enhancements and limits to create the exact
effect you want. This system is a compromise.
The full power design system is a separate
supplement and lets you design powers in
minute detail. The basic EABA rules will just
give you some sample powers and enough
detail on the way the full design system works
that you can do a lot of customizing.
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For rule examples in this chapter, there will be
few limits or mandatory modifiers, but as you
read through you will see how they could be
applied to different settings.

Also keep in mind that you can design ‘negative 
powers’. This is something that has a cost in P 
that harms you. This is a Bane (page 3.28) and 
reflects something that can or does mess with 
you in a way beyond your control. If you are a 
vampire, the gamemaster can design up a power 
called ‘holy symbol’ and you can take that as a 
Bane for its value in P. Or it could be a lich lord’s 
hidden heart, or a fire elemental’s vulnerability to 
water, and so on. So long as you remember that 
you can never have a power that defends you 
against that bane. If you try to design a Boon or 
Bane and the effect is not easily quantifiable, 
assume a +3 effect is a doubling or halving, and 
that each additional +3 would double or halve it 
again. For instance, ‘aging one-half as fast’ might 
be a +3 effect that negates a specific penalty 
(being exposed to time).

Anything that only a minority of people have
access to, either by birth or specialized training
is in a way, a power. If almost everyone is 
illiterate, simply knowing how to read could
make people think you had magical powers
(and this has happened in the real world). The
same goes for real medicine in an era of
superstition.

In a published gameworld, all the social and
other ramifications of ‘powers’ are usually
taken into account. If you are inserting powers
into a setting you have created, you need to
do the same. Look at powers and how they
affect things from every angle. Because if you
leave loopholes, you know the players are
going to find them...

The point is, the rifles remain the same. Only
the relative power has changed. Or as Arthur
C. Clarke said, ‘any sufficiently advanced 
technology is indistinguishable from magic.’

This is what powers do. On the large scale,
they tip the scales to those who have more 
of them. On the small scale, they can make
individuals powerful enough that non-powered
individuals cannot cope except in groups.
Godzilla has powers. Tokyo does not.

One thing that is a measure of how much the 
powers available in a gameworld can tip the
scales is the ‘helicopter gunship’ test, and is
especially useful for fantasy worlds. It is 
simple: Can you make a wizard who can stop/
deflect ranged attacks, fly and hurl fireballs? If
you can, then properly trained mages can
ignore all mundane threats, and people on the
ground can flee or get flamed, limited only by
the mage’s endurance. In a world like this,
every army must have mages that can do this
or stop this, and the side that runs out of
mages first loses. Conan always ends up 
beating the wizard, but he never ran into a 
flying wizard who could deflect arrows...

Power frameworks
A power has to fit within the confines and
expectations of the gameworld it is part of.
One way a setting book or gamemaster can
take this into account is with a ‘framework’.
This is nothing more than a list of mandatory
and forbidden power modifiers that give the
powers in that particular setting their flavor.

If you had a fantasy world where magic exists, 
but all powers had to be channeled through an 
object, then you could say that all magic had 
to have a gadget. To differentiate this from 
mundane technology, you could say that power 
effects which were natural and human-level could 
be created without having to resort to magic. 
This could create a gameworld with both magic 
and non-magical but still potent alchemy and 
gadgetry.
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Efficiency
This needs a little more 
explanation. All modifiers on
a power add up to give you
a value on the quantity 
column of the Universal
Chart. The higher, the 
better. Negative modifier
totals become fractions,
rounding towards the 
fraction closer to zero.

A modifier total of -3 is a 
value of x1/3, while a modifier 
total of -1 becomes a value 
of x1/2, because this is the 
closest fraction below x1. 

To get the efficiency for a power, take the
highest number the modifier total matches or
beats on the quantity column and find the best
level associated with it.

If your power ends up with a modifier total of x8, 
x9 or x10, you have an efficiency level of +6.

You can see that it becomes progressively
harder to increase the efficiency of a power, so
after a certain point it is no longer practical to 
further limit the power with modifiers.

Spending 1P gets you that level of power if the
efficiency is +1 or more. If efficiency is less
than +1, you have to pay enough P to make
the efficiency plus the points spent equal +1.
This minimum expenditure of points is the
‘base cost’ of the power, and for any efficient
power is going to be 1P.

Spending 1P on a power with an efficiency of +6 
gets you a power level of +6. If a power has an 
efficiency of -3, you have to spend 4P to get a 
power level of +1.

Terminology
To keep things straight, EABA is going to use
some specific, consistent terms to describe the
various parts of a power:

• power: The collection of rule concepts that result
from a combination of modifiers.

A gun is a power that affects the lethal hits of a 
target, which uses a skill roll to hit, has a limited 
number of bullets and so on.

• power level: The rating or dice value of the power.
Whether it is a rating (like +4) or a dice roll (like
1d+1) depends on the power.

A gun that did 2d+2 damage would have a power 
level of 2d+2. A +8 boost to Strength would have 
a power level of +8.

• residual power level: The rating or dice value of
the power that actually affects a target, after
reductions for defenses or other factors.

A gun that did 2d+2 damage has a residual 
power of 1d+2 after penetrating a 1d+0 armor.

• effect: One thing that a power does. Powers must
have at least one effect, but could have several.

You have a power that armors you and allows
you to fly. This is one power with two effects.

• modifier: One item that represents some aspect of
a power’s overall utility.

An armoring power might only protect part of 
your body. This would be a modifier on the power.

• efficiency: The sum of all modifiers on a power will
generate an efficiency. Spending 1P gets you a
power level equal to the efficiency. Each +2P you
spend gives you this amount again, or +1P gives
you half that amount (rounding down).

A power with an efficiency of +4 that has 
3P spent on it will have a power level of +8.

6.4

modifier
total efficiency
x1/4 -4
x1/3 -3
x1/2 -2
x1 +1
x2 +2
x3 +3
x4 +4
x6 +5
x8 +6
x11 +7
x15 +8
x23 +9
x30 +10
x45 +11
x60 +12
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Power intensity
Most powers are going to be affect a target’s
attributes, stats or derived characteristics. On
the EABA scale, this means that each +1d in
effect means the power is twice as powerful
and in general, twice as useful.

Having +1d Strength over someone else means 
you can lift twice as much. Having +4d more 
means you can lift sixteen times as much.

Other factors involved in a power’s cost are
also a matter of utility. A power with long
range is more useful than one with short
range. A power not easily defended against is
more useful than one which everyone has an
inherent defense against. A power that you
can just ‘do’ is more useful than one that
requires a skill roll.

Similarly, a power can get a reduction in its
cost by reducing its utility. A power that only
works during the day is about half as useful as
one that works all the time. A piece of body
armor that only protects some of your body is
less useful than one that protects all of it.

So, how much power are you going to want?
Having an idea of this ahead of time helps 
you plan. Here are some real-world damage
comparisons:

an average punch +3
an average kick +6
average level of a human attribute +6
damage from an solid sword swing +6
a 9mm pistol +7
heavy crossbow +9
maximum level of a human attribute +12
a 5.56mm rifle +13
1kg of high explosive +15
strength of a horse +15
a 12.7mm machinegun +20
20mm cannon +24
light anti-tank rocket +30

Similarly, armor to stop one of these would be
at the same level.

Each +1P you spend increase the efficiency of
the power by one-quarter (round down). This
is known as a ‘secondary cost’ for the power:

secondary cost bonus
+1P x1/4
+2P x1/2
+3P x3/4
+4P (or multiples of +4P) x1

The base cost represents the raw ability. Any
extra P spent are the ‘secondary cost’ and 
represent any increase in refinement and 
efficiency in the use of the power. The easiest
way to remember it is each +1P equals +25%
effect and +4P is +100% effect.

You have a power with an efficiency of +8. For 
1P you get an effect of +8. For 5P you get an 
effect of +16. For 6P you get an efficiency of 
+18. Note that the last case gives you a bonus 
of one-quarter the starting efficiency of +8, not
one-quarter of the adjusted efficiency of +16.

This means the best efficiencies for anything less 
than +4P secondary costs are efficiencies of +4, 
+8 and +12. These give you the best rounding 
for extra secondary costs of +1P, +2P or +3P. 
The slightly less useful efficiencies of +2, +6 and 
+10 are equally useful for extra secondary costs 
of +2P.

The idea behind the system is that more 
limited powers are more efficient, but only 
up to a certain point. It is easy to get an 
efficiency of +6, it only requires 8 points of
positive power modifiers. But an efficiency of
+12 takes 60 points of modifiers! This is a lot,
but remember that the ‘real-world’ power of 
something just about doubles with each +1d in
dice rolled. So, while an efficiency of +12 costs
almost eight times as much in modifiers as a
+6, you are getting about four times the
power as a result.
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Attributes as powers
The simplest ‘power’ is a really high level in an
Attribute. The next simplest is an Attribute that
lets you do things that other people cannot do
with that Attribute. Being able to see in the
dark is a power. Being super-strong is a power.
Being able to use your normal strength to grab
a hold of ghosts is a power.

First, any P you spend on an Attribute are not
subject to the human or racial limits for that
Attribute. If you have 10P to spend on one
thing, you can buy your Strength up to limit
for your race and then spend 10P to increase it
to 10 points more than that limit. It is a power,
it exceeds the normal limits of the ‘real’.

Second, any part of an Attribute that is paid
for with P can have power modifiers applied 
to it, and the total of these modifiers will 
generate an efficiency for how well that
Attribute does the modified thing, exactly as
though you had spent that many P on it. For
reference, ‘enhance’ is a -2 modifier and
means ‘does the same thing, but better in 
one particular way’.

You spend 1P on part of your Strength, with the 
modifier ‘only works during the full moon’. This 
happens to be a +9 modifier, and if that is the 
total for modifiers, it would generate an efficiency 
of +6. When it is not the full moon, that point of 
Strength does not count. If you spent 6A and 1P 
on Strength, most of the time you are Strength 
6. However, during the full moon, that 1P you put 
into Strength becomes a +6, so your Strength 
goes to 12 when the moon is full.

Attributes as powers use up stamina in the
same way as normal Attributes. They are
merely enhancements of an ability you already
have, that already uses stamina in some way.

Whether or not our budding werewolf has an 
effective Strength of 6 or 12, if they engage in 
melee combat, they use stamina as if engaged in 
melee combat. The extra Strength does not have 
a drain cost to use like a power would.

Power design
In concept, power design is simple. Go through
the modifiers to generate the details. Add the
modifiers up, figure the efficiency, apply P for
the base power level, and +1P more for each
+25% of that power level.

You go through the system and end up with 
something like this:

modifiers that made your power useful -3
modifiers that limit your power +9
modifier total as a quantity x6
gives a power efficiency of +5

If you spend 1P on this power, you get a power 
level of +5. If you spend 2P you get a power level 
of +6 (25% bonus on +5, round down). If you 
spend 3P you get a power level of +7.

In practice, just the list of distinct and useful
power modifiers is about three pages long. So,
the basic power system is going to provide you
with a list of useful powers and their modifier
totals, and let you adjust these totals to get
different effects. As you learn the system you
will start to see the underlying principles and
you may eventually want or need more detail
than this, at which time you can move up to
the full design system.
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Power suites
A power suite is a group of powers that are
linked in such a way that you can only use one
at a time. For instance, a magic wand that can
do X, Y and Z, but you have to stop doing X
before you can start doing Y or Z. Each power
after the first in a suite (up to a total of 6
powers) gets a +1 modifier.

power suites modifier
msingle power only +0
m two power suite +1
m three power suite +2
m four power suite +3
m five power suite +4
msix power suite +5

If you have a three power suite, each of those 
three powers gets a +2 modifier.

Mutability
This is how flexible your power is. Normally, a
power does exactly what you design it to do,
no more, no less. A power that is mutable can
be changed, sometimes a little, sometimes a
lot. The modifier for mutability depends on
how mutable and how often you can adjust it.

• primary: what the power actually does
• secondary: how it acts when doing it
• tertiary: special effects of the power

If you have a power that is a firebolt and you can 
aim it down and use it to fly around, then it is the 
same power, but you have changed its primary 
characteristic. If you can change your firebolt so 
that it hits something and blows up in a fireball, 
then it is still doing its primary thing (damage), 
but you have changed how it does it, which is a 
secondary characteristic. If you change your fire
bolt to an icebolt, it is doing the same thing in 
the same way, you have just changed the special 
effect, which is a tertiary characteristic.

Mutable is the ‘I can change modifiers on the
power, adjust the efficiency accordingly and
get a new power level’ effect.

Power modifiers
What follows is a very abbreviated list of 
modifiers for powers. The sample powers will
have a modifier total and a description of the
power. To the extent that the modifier list
changes that total, it will affect the efficiency
of that power.

The ‘armor’ power has a listed modifier quantity 
of x8, which would give it a normal efficiency of 
+6. If you took this power and put it in a gadget 
with the modifiers ‘obvious(+3)’ and ‘worn(+2)’, 
then the modifier total would go to a quantity of 
x13, which is an efficiency of +7. Putting these 
limits on the power makes it a little more 
efficient. 

The full power design supplement goes into
this in a lot of detail, but we can give you a
feel for it in a fairly small number of pages.

As for Traits, power modifiers will be rated as
to the likelihood they can disrupt a gameworld:

msafe: This usually works out okay
icaution: This modifier has potential for abuse
nunsafe: This modifier can unbalance play

So, the gamemaster can adjust the powers
available by limiting which modifiers are 
available by category.

Minimum cost
A power that cannot be bought with cash (like
a technological gadget) always costs at least
1P or what it takes to get a power level of +1,
whichever is higher. No exceptions. You do not
have to use the full power level you get for 1P,
but you do have to pay at least 1P for any
power effect outside the normal ‘I can buy this
as a technological gadget’ framework for that
gameworld. So, a modern rifle in the modern
world just costs money. A modern rifle in a
medieval fantasy world costs points.

And with that, it is on to design...
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Effects
This is a surprisingly complex topic that we
cannot get into detail on in the simple system.
The sample powers will have specific effects
and that is generally what you will deal with.
There is one common adjustment you can
make, however:

mdamage type(±varies): The types of damage
have different modifiers, and damage type
applies to both attacks and defenses.

damage type modifier
m lethal (as defense, also half- and non-) -6
mhalf-lethal (as defense, also non-lethal) -4
mnon-lethal -2
mstamina -3
mattribute (heals as non-lethal) -5

This is a relative scale. So if a power is listed
as doing lethal damage and you want it to do
non-lethal damage, this is a +4 modifier 
difference.

Effect modifiers
There are a handful of fairly easy ways to
modify a listed power’s effects.

effect modifiers modifier
m limited to full value +1
m limited to ±half value +2
m limited to ±1d +4
i+8 non-combat effect -1
iconditional 3/4 effect +0
iconditional 1/2 effect +1
iconditional 1/4 effect +2
ipartial effect: rare +0
ipartial effect: uncommon +1
ipartial effect: common +2
ipartial effect: proportional +3
ieffect is Attribute-linked -2
idependent effect +1
ienhanced effect -2

mutability modifier
nprimary, secondary and/or tertiary -4
isecondary and/or tertiary -2
m tertiary only -1
mnone +0

frequency of mutability modifier
nbetween actions -4
ibetween encounters -2
mbetween sessions -1
mbetween adventures +0

A power with the maximum mutability is an
‘omni-power’. You can change anything it does
every action.

Anything that is part of a power when it is
designed cannot be taken away or made less
restrictive with mutability. If your designed
power has a lot of mutability but ‘only works
during the day’, you cannot use the mutability
to make it work at night. This is because the
minimum cost of a power in P is based on its 
modifier as designed.

The importance and utility of mutability cannot 
be stated enough. Mutability allows you with only 
a handful of modifiers to create an entire theme 
of powers. If you wanted to have an innate ability 
to create and manipulate fire, you just give your 
power the desired mutability, a conditional limit 
of ‘only for things that can be done with fire’, any 
limits you want to add to improve the efficiency, 
and you are done. Whenever you want to do 
something with fire, you just apply the difference 
in modifiers, generate a new efficiency and away 
you go.

If you gave your default design ‘short range’ and 
you needed to hit something at ‘long range’, you 
would (in this case) adjust your modifier total 
down by -2, then figure the new efficiency and 
damage. It is the same power, you just adjusted 
it for the circumstance.
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idependent effect(+1): The power requires
some other effect be in place first or be in your 
possession, or both. The maximum value for
this modifier is +3.

You have a spacesuit which contains the power of 
armor and life support. Life support is dependent 
on the armor being complete and without holes in 
it, so the life support power gets a +1 modifier. 
The armor can operate without the life support 
being operational, so it does not get this modifier. 
However, the life support is integral to the armor, 
so someone cannot take the one without taking 
the other. So, both the armor and life support get 
a +1 modifier, for a dependency modifier of +1 
on the armor and +2 on the life support.

ienhanced effect(-2): Whatever the power
affects is superior in one particular quality to
an effect of the same power level without this
modifier. If this sounds vague, it is because
this is the simple design system. You would
use this modifier to make your Awareness be
able to see in the dark, to say an attack 
automatically wins ties on initiative, say that
your supersonic flight does not leave a sonic
boom or give other, usually non- numerical
benefits to a power. The gamemaster would be
the arbiter of whether or not a particular
enhancement is allowed.

m limited value(+varies): The maximum 
cumulative effect from all use of that power by
you or anyone else with the same power, after
defenses are applied, is some fraction of 
whatever is the target of the power.

Non-lethal damage that exceeds a person’s hits 
normally rolls over and becomes lethal damage. A 
non-lethal power with ‘limited to full value’ would 
stop doing any hits after all a person’s non-lethal 
hits had been taken.

i+8 non-combat effect(-1): The power can be
used at a much higher power level when it is
not being used a combat, competitive or
adversarial sense, directly or indirectly. So, 
you might be able to fly faster while ‘out of
combat’, but you would not be allowed to 
collide with someone as an attack at that
speed. Normally this modifier can only be
taken once, but there are situations where it
can be taken multiple times without being
unbalancing.

iconditional effect(+varies): This is a two-
part modifier. If you take one of the first three,
you must also take one of the second three.
The modifier just means that you only get
some fraction of the bought power level (round
down) in certain situations. For instance, if
your magic powers operate at half effect at
night, this would be a +3 modifier (half effect
for +1, and ‘night’ is common for +2). A 
‘proportional effect’ just means your maximum
usable power level is based on something else,
like your fire powers being limited by the
intensity of nearby fires. This is going to be
subjective and determined by the gamemaster
on a case-by-case basis.

iattribute-linked(-2): The power level adds to
an attribute roll rather than standing alone.
Your powered armor has a Strength that adds
to your Strength. Note that if you have an
attack at melee or thrown range that acts like
a weapon, you probably want this modifier as
well.
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Like damage type, these are relative. So if a
power is listed as having medium range and
you adjust it down to short range, you get a
+1 modifier. You can have multiple ranges if
appropriate, like a melee weapon that you can
also throw. A few of the ranges need a little
explanation.

mself only(+4): Basically, your naked body and
what is inside it. If you turn into a werewolf,
you are still wearing human clothes.

maura(+2): You plus what you are carrying or 
wearing as long as no item included is more
than a -1 penalty from encumbrance. Your
stuff shifts position, transforms, is protected,
comes with you or whatever is appropriate for
the nature of the power.

mtouch(+0): The power affects anything you
can touch, so long as you could lift that object.
You may choose not to affect things within
your ‘aura’, so you could have flaming hands
that ignite other objects, without burning holes
in your gloves.

mmelee(-1): The power extends onto anything 
you can use as a melee weapon and affects
anything you strike with that weapon. Like a
range of touch, you can choose to not affect
the item used as a weapon. So, a ‘flaming
sword’ does not melt the sword, but it does do
flame damage to what you hit with it.

mthrown(-1): The power acts like a thrown
weapon with a mass level of +0. It might not
actually be thrown, but it has characteristics of
a thrown object. For instance, you can toss it
over walls, bounce it around corners, etc.

i+8 non-combat range(-1): This means that if
the power is used in a non-combat situation,
any range level of very short or better is
increased by +8 distance. This can usually only
be taken once, but there are situations where
multiple uses are not unbalancing.

Defense modifiers
Powers used against others must have some-
thing that acts to resist them in the same way
that rigid armor resists damage. This is going
to be listed under the power description. This
can be altered. You just take the listed defense 
and change the modifier total based on the 
difference in the defenses.

defense modifier modifier
marmor level +3
mmass level +1
ma mental attribute level (Awr or Will) +1
m lethal hits (undamaged level) +0
m toughness -2
mdodge -4

You could have a damaging power that is 
normally resisted by armor instead be resisted 
by the Will of the target. This would be a -2 
modifier on the power (the difference between 
the two modifiers).

Range modifiers
How far a power can be projected is vitally
important. The sample powers will use one of
the keywords below to describe their range:

range modifier
mself only +4
maura +2
m touch +0
mmelee -1
m thrown -1
mvery short(distance of +8 (6 meters)) -1
mshort(distance of +12 (23 meters)) -2
mmedium(distance of +16 (90 meters)) -3
m long(distance of +20 (350 meters)) -4
ivery long(distance of +24 (1.4km)) -5
i+8 non-combat range -1

Range is ‘how far from you the power effect
happens’. Things like flight or teleportation do
not have a range of more than ‘aura’ unless
you are trying to make someone else fly or
teleport.
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maverage(7) skill roll(+1): The power requires
a skill roll to ‘turn it on’. This is separate from
trying to use it to hit someone in a combat 
situation. Each +4 difficulty on this roll is an
additional +1 modifier.

mcoverage(+varies): This for armor-like 
powers and is just a modifier for what part of
the body is covered by the effect of the power.

A force field that only protects your torso is a +3 
modifier on the power.

msuccess on 3d(+varies): The power has a
random chance of turning on when it is 
needed, and this is independent of skill or 
circumstance. Do you feel lucky?

Enhancement modifiers
These are things that usually improve the
quality of an attack or other power without
directly affecting the power level or nature of
what the power does. This is only a partial list
of the most common enhancements.

enhancement modifier
mpenetrating -1
mstopping power -1
marmor-piercing -2
ibattering -4
mautofire -2
mautofire only -1
mautoburst -1
mshotgun effect -2
ivariable spread -1
maccuracy, per +2 -1
mhardened -1

The difference between these and the general
‘enhanced’ modifier is that most of these tie in
directly with a rule effect (e.g. autofire).

ipenetrating, etc.(-varies): These first four
modifiers are exclusive. If you have one, you
cannot have the others. These simply make
the power act like the special ammunition
types listed on page 5.30. 

Conditional modifiers
These are some of the ‘personality’ modifiers
that make a power unique. This is a subset of
the full list available.

circumstance modifier
mworks 3/4 of the time +1
mworks 2/3 of the time +2
mworks 1/2 of the time(common) +3
mworks 1/3 of the time +4
mworks 1/4 of the time(uncommon) +6
mworks 1/8 of the time(rare) +9

skill modifiers modifier
maverage(7) skill-based roll +1

coverage modifiers modifier
mhead & neck(locations 3-6) +9
mchest & abdomen(locations 10-11) +6
mchest, abdomen & head +5
m full torso(locations 9-12) +3
m full torso & head +2
marms(locations 7-8) +8
mupper legs(locations 13-14) +8
m full legs(locations 13-18) +6

success on 3d modifier
m6 or less +9
m7 or less +8
m8 or less +6
m9 or less +4
m10 or less +3
m11 or less +2
m13 or less +1

mcircumstance(+varies): This is ‘of all the 
circumstances in which the power could be
useful does it actually work?’ modifier. For
instance, if a power ‘only works at night’, this
is about half the time, so it is worth a +3
modifier. The ‘uncommon’ notations are for
defensive powers and relate to how uncommon
the attack they are defending against is. This
is subjective and up to the gamemaster.

An armoring power that only works against a
‘rare’ attack type would get a +9 modifier.
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Visibility modifiers
The default for a power is that it is readily 
visible and/or audible, and that an appropriate
Awareness roll can detect where the power
originates from, and often what it is being
aimed at. The difficulty of spotting the power is
reduced by -1 per +3 (or 1d) in the power,
rounding the power level up.

A 4d+1 rifle is -5 difficulty to be heard. Bang!

The exception is powers whose nature is to not
be visible, like ‘invisibility’. Powers can have
different levels of visibility. The sample powers
are mostly using the default visibility of 
‘obvious’. The other levels are:

visibility modifier
mpower is obvious +0
mpower is subtle -1
ipower is hidden -3
ipower is undetectable -5

msubtle(-1): The power is not immediately
obvious in use, but can be detected with 
mundane senses if you know what to look for
or where to look. The difficulty of spotting the
power is reduced by -1 per +12 (or 4d) in the
power, rounding up. Most silenced firearms fall
into this category.

ihidden(-3): The power usually cannot be
detected without a power or gadget that can
operate outside the normal sensory range.
Close range, clever or skilled observation may
be able to discern that the power is operating. 

A normally hidden laser beam might be detected 
if you know where to scatter dust or smoke to 
show the beam.

iundetectable(-5): The power cannot be
detected in use without a specific power or
gadget, but can otherwise only be inferred or
guessed at.

A magical curse that causes someone to have a 
heart attack looks like ‘death by natural causes’.

mautofire, etc.(-varies): The power acts like a
weapon with the characteristics listed on page
5.10 and following. These are important to
note for purposes of the drain to stamina that
the power will have. Autoburst powers count
the power level used as +6 more than the
actual amount when figuring its drain, and 
autofire powers will count as +12 more.

You have a power at a level of +7 that has a 
normal drain of 1 per +9 effect, so it normally 
costs you +1 drain. If you could use in autofire 
mode, it would act like a power level of +19 and 
have a drain of +3 (drain normally rounds up).

If a power uses ‘charges’ (like bullets), then
autoburst uses 3 charges and autofire uses 10
charges.

ivariable spread(-1): Before rolling to hit with
an attack, the user may drop the adjusted
effect to increase their skill roll for melee or
unarmed attacks or decrease the difficulty for
range by 2 for ranged attacks. You get +1d
skill or -2 difficulty per -3 to the power level.
The nature of the power must allow it to be
spread out to cover a wider area. The limit for
variable spread is usually no more than +3d or
-6 to difficulty for range. For increases to
melee skill, varable spread does not count
towards the maximum skill bonus allowed.

maccuracy(-1): The default Accuracy of a power
with at least very short range is 1 for each
+6 in the power effect (round accuracy down).
Melee and thrown attacks will have a default
Accuracy of zero. Each time this modifier is
taken, the aimed Accuracy of a ranged attack
is increased by +2. This modifier can be used
on a power usable in melee (like a shield) to
give +2 to the user’s defensive skill roll.

mhardened(-1): This negates the effect of
armor-piercing or penetrating powers or
attacks against a defense.
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iexplosion(-4): The effect of the power is full
at the center of the effect and in adjacent
hexes, and drops by -6 (or -2d) each distance
level past this. See the advanced combat rules
for explosions for details (page 5.29).

icone(-varies): The effect of the power
extends in a 15° or 30° arc from the source of
the power, which means it spreads one hex to
each side for each 5 or 10 hexes of range. A
narrow cone effect reduces the difficulty for
range by 3 and a wide cone by 6. If the area
has hexes filled with effect on all sides, a
potential target does not get to use Dodge as
they are fully within the effect. If they are on
the edges of the effect, they can use Dodge. If
you are not using a map, a target can be fully
enclosed in the cone if they are far enough
away that it has spread at least one hex to
either side.

i line(-2): A line effect is an area one hex wide,
extending from the source of the power. It
reduces the difficulty for range by 2. Targets
with Dodge can use it to help avoid the beam,
but static targets in the area are likely to be
hit.

iboundary effect(+1): This usually will only
apply to powers that also have a cone, radius
or shape effects. It means the area affected 
is a border, wall or fringe. It only affects 
targets that it passes over or which try to
cross it. A ‘force wall’ or ‘wall of fire’ would be
an example. 

Area modifiers
Unless otherwise specified, a power acts like it
hits a single target and has its effect because
it hit that target, like a bullet. Unless it is a
called shot, the effect is assumed to hit the
center of mass of the target, and affect a 
target in a way appropriate to the nature of
the power.

Unless you design your mind-reading power so 
that it has to hit someone in the head, it works 
no matter where you hit them with it.

However, effects can also cover large or small
areas or have area-based targeting modifiers.

area modifier
iradius(distance) -level/2
iexplosion -4
inarrow cone -3
iwide cone -4
i line -2
iboundary effect +2

iradius(-level/2): The power affects all targets
within a radius, the size of the area based on
the modifier taken. For all powers that fill an
area, Dodge does not apply. You are not really
hitting a target in the area, you are simply 
filling an area where the target happens to be.
You get a reduction in difficulty for range
based on the distance level of the radius. 
This is only if you are trying to ensure that a
particular target is in the area. If trying to 
precisely center an area at a particular spot,
the difficulty is the normal amount for the
range.

As a reminder, called shots or power modifiers
related to called shots cannot be applied if the
attack fills an area. If there are multiple
effects, the ones that do not fill an area can
apply modifiers for targeting specific locations.
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Power durations
The important thing to remember about power
duration is it is power duration. As long as the
power is ‘running’, it is actively under your
control. Within the limits of the power you can
change targets or power intensity, but if the
power is part of a suite, then no other power
in that suite can be active.

power duration modifiers modifier
man action +0
muntil stunned -2
muntil knocked out -4
mcontinuous -4
ialways on +2
m time level -time/4
i time delay +2
i triggered gadget -2

Durations of more than ‘an action’ are tricky as
combat powers. Normally, once you have hit
someone with an attack, they stay ‘hit’. If the
power lasts more than an action, then each +1
in time level the power is maintained increases
the initial effect by +1.

If you had a sustainable damage power that did 
5 hits to someone through their armor, then each 
+1 of total elapsed time after the attack they will 
take +1 hit of damage, for however long the 
power duration is.

man action(+0): The power comes into being as
a result of your action or someone else’s
action, and the effect ends right before the
start of your next action.

muntil stunned(-2): Once turned on, the power
lasts until you turn it off or you are stunned.
Each power that is on like this is a -1 to all
other skill rolls because it requires a tiny part
of your concentration. Think of it as a constant
minor action penalty. Turning the power off is a
minor action.

Duration modifiers
Duration is a surprisingly tricky concept, and
we can only give it a superficial treatment in
the core rules. For instance, what if you want 
a power that acts like lethal damage, but
which wears off like non-lethal damage? Or
what if you want a power that does damage to 
stamina but heals up like lethal damage?

There is ‘power duration’, which is really ‘how
long am I paying attention to this power?’ and
‘effect duration’, which is ‘how long does what
I did to the target last?’.

A gunshot has a power duration of ‘an action’, but 
an effect duration of ‘as lethal hits recovery’.

Once the power duration ends, the power is no
longer under your control, even if the effects
continue.

Like some of the other modifiers, duration is
going to be subjective. A sample power will
have a duration listed, and changes to that
duration will generate an adjustment to the
modifier total based on the difference.

If a sample power duration lasts ‘until stunned’ 
and you want it to last ‘until knocked out’, then 
you take an extra -2 modifier.
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itriggered(-2): The power has a specific trigger
condition that is usually based on the senses
or powers available to the power user at the
time the power was put in place. Triggered
powers ‘go back in time’ and can undo the
effects of what triggered them.

If you have a force field that is triggered by 
‘taking damage’, then the force field activates 
when you would have taken damage, but it might 
also prevent you from taking that damage.

Until the trigger goes off, this power is 
considered to be in use, so you cannot use it
again (or any other power in the same suite)
until you deactivate the trigger (a minor
action).

itriggered gadget(-2): This is much the same
as a normal triggered power. The difference
from a normal trigger is that you usually have
to be at the gadget in order to deactivate it
and if it is a mundane gadget you may have
more than one active at the same time (you
can buy a crate of land mines and put all of
them in play).

muntil knocked out(-4): Once turned on, the
power lasts until you turn it off or you are 
rendered unconscious or fall asleep. Otherwise
it acts like ‘until stunned’.

mcontinuous(-4): Once turned on, the power
stays on until a particular condition is met. The
condition must be quantifiable in game terms,
like ‘until I say the magic word’, ‘until I have
only 1 stamina left’, and so on. This duration
does not count as a separate modifier, but the
power is also is not turned off at will. It only
turns off when the condition is met.

If your power lasts ‘until sunset’, it lasts until 
sunset whether you want to turn it off or not.

ialways on(+2): This is a ‘permanent’ power.
The power cannot have any drain and cannot
be turned off. A fixed effect in a gadget (like a
suit of armor) is ‘always on’.

mtime level(-level/4): Once turned on, the
power runs unattended for the listed time
level. A time level modifier of -15 is presumed
to be ‘forever’. Time levels round up. You do
not have to use the maximum time level for a
given modifier, but you do have to take the full
modifier.

If you want a time level of +5 as a power 
duration, you have to take a -2 modifier.

itime delay(+2): This is usually combined with
two other durations. The first is the duration
the time delay lasts, and the second is how
long the power lasts once the delay ends. 

If you to have a damaging power go off for ‘an 
action’ after a 1 hour delay (time level of +24), 
then the total modifier would be -4 (+2 for time 
delay, +0 for ‘one action’, -6 for a delay of a time 
level of +24).
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Usage modifiers
Usage modifiers are those that deal with what
you need to do to make the power work. The
normal modifier for some powers is going to
be ‘none’. You simply will the power into being
as a minor action. If not, one of the first three
modifiers below usually applies. As with other
modifiers, if you change a sample power, you
use the difference in modifiers.

usage modifier
mno preparation needed +0
mopposed combat skill roll +4
mranged combat skill roll +2
mopposed non-combat skill roll +2
maverage(7) skill roll +1
mminimum Fate of 5 +1
mgestures(maximum of +2) +1
mvoice(maximum of +2) +1
mconcentration(prep) +2
mconcentration(active) +2
mpreparation time +level/4
mwarmup(+3) +1
irequires 2 users +4
m each doubling +4
imay use 2 assistants +2
m each doubling +2

mno preparation needed(+0): The power can
be activated as a minor action, deliberately or
because it is triggered by something else. 

If you have a flight power, using it could be as 
natural and easy as walking.

A power with ‘no preparation needed’ cannot
force anyone or anything else to make a roll or
apply a defense because of your action. You
can however, have a power that does a hostile
effect, triggered by their action, and if the
power has the triggered modifier, it does not
even require a minor action on your part.

If you have a flaming force field that activates in 
response to you being hit, this can do damage, 
but does not need preparation.

Effect durations:
Effect duration modifiers are relative to each
other. If not specified, the default for how long
an effect lasts is always the common sense
duration you would expect. Lethal damage as
a power effect has a default effect duration of
‘as lethal hits recovery’.

effect duration modifiers modifier
mas stamina recovery -2
mas non-lethal hits recovery -3
mas lethal hits recovery -5
m time level -time/6
iseverable -1

mas recovery(-varies): The effects of the
power wear off or are reduced in exactly the
same way as damage heals on that type of
target.

If you have a power that does non-lethal damage 
and you want it to wear off really quickly, change 
the effect duration to ‘as stamina recovery’, which 
would be a +1 change to the modifier total.

mtime level(-level/6): The effects of the power
completely wear off or end after the time level.
If you did this effect duration on a damaging
power, all the effects of the damage would just
vanish at the end the duration. However, the
permanent consequences of the damage will
remain. A damaged book will have missing
content. A killed person will remain dead, but
if they had not been dead very long, their
now-intact body might be revivable.

iseverable(-1): This means that you can turn
off the effect duration as a minor action. So,
you could have a power that does lethal 
damage and then say you want the lethal hits
you did to go away...and they do.
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maverage(7) skill roll(+1): The power requires
a skill roll to use it correctly, usually as a minor
action. This is not for combat targeting, but
more akin to driving a car or flying a plane.
For each +4 difficulty on the roll the modifier
can be increased by +1. You can ‘take 2’s’ to
make this roll.

All skill rolls related to successful power use 
happen at the time the power ‘turns on’. So, if 
you have a preparation time and a skill roll, you 
do not know if the preparation is going to be 
successful until the power is on the cusp of 
activation. Skill rolls related to power use 
generally assume that any costs, side effects or 
consumption of energy do happen, even if the 
power use is not successful. If you have a power 
that can only be used once a day and you blow 
the skill roll, that is it for the day.

mminimum Fate(+varies): The power requires
a potential user to have a certain inherent
magical or other potential, as measured by the
level of their Fate attribute. The base level
modifier is +1 for a Fate of 5, and the modifier
goes up by +1 for each +2 Fate required. This
is a ‘setting’ modifier, like saying ‘all magic
requires that a person have a certain innate
magical potential’. People with insufficient Fate
cannot learn that particular power or use a
gadget that has this modifier. This would be
tied to the Forte or Weakness on power projec-
tion. With gamemaster permission, a variation
of this modifier could be applied to other
attributes or even to characteristics, like ‘only
Kardathu can work the firing mechanism of
Kardathu battle rifles’.

mgestures(+1): The power requires unimpeded
gestures with at least one hand. If both hands
are required to be free of restrictions and are
clearly part of the power use, you can take the
modifier twice. This modifier can also be used
on gadget-based powers or powers meant to
mimic firearms or other weapons.

mopposed combat skill roll(+4): The power
requires that you make an opposed combat
roll against the target, as a major action if you
are initiating it, or as a minor action if you are
responding to someone else’s combat roll. This
is the modifier you would use for a power that
acts like a melee or unarmed combat attack.
The power can be blocked, parried or have
anything done to it that a melee attack could.
A power with this modifier can be used against
targets incapable of making an opposed roll, if
the effect of the power is appropriate. 

You can use your ‘flame hands’ against a door.

mranged combat skill roll(+2): The power
requires that you make an unopposed combat
roll against a difficulty based on the range. The
power acts like a ranged attack and anything
that could affect a ranged attack can affect the
power, within the parameters of what the
power does. The skill itself may either be a
specialized one for this power, or a more 
conventional skill that matches the way the
power is used.

You could have an ‘energy blast’ skill, a ‘sorcery’ 
skill that applies to all aspects of a magical task, 
or a gadget that uses your ‘projectile weapons’ 
skill roll.

mopposed skill roll(+2): The power requires
that you make an opposed skill roll against the
target, as a major action. This is not a combat
skill roll, and the ways in which it can be used
are fairly limited. An example might be you
vying against someone else in order to affect a
target that is neither of you.

You are trying to make it rain, which requires a 
contest of skills with the sky spirits to see whose 
will prevails.
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A power that takes 15 seconds from when you 
start activating it to when it finally turns on (a 
time level of +8) is worth a +2 modifier.

The default is that once you make the ‘turn on
the power’ decision, you do not need to do
anything else except wait. However, any limits
that would cause the power to turn off will also
be applicable during the waiting period and will
keep the power from activating.

A power that takes 15 seconds to activate and 
which has an power duration of ‘until stunned’ 
will not activate if you are stunned during that 
15 seconds of waiting. It would have to be 
activated again and start a new 15 second 
preparation time.

The power is considered to be ‘active’ from the
moment preparation starts, so you cannot use
the same power again just because the first
‘power duration’ has not technically begun.

mwarmup(+1): the power is ready to use
almost immediately, but only at a low level. It
starts at zero effect and increases by +3 (or
+1d) amount each time level that elapses after
this, up to a maximum of the designed power
level. If the warmup is per +2 per time level
the modifier is +2 and if the warmup is +1 per
time level the modifier is +3.

A 6d+0 force field (effect of +18) with ‘warmup ’ 
would start at +0 effect (or 0d+0) and increase 
by 1d each time level, reaching its full 6d+0 
power at a time level of +6 (8 seconds). If 
it had ‘warmup’ of only +1 per time level it 
would have taken a time level of +18 (8 minutes) 
to reach full power.

In combat, a power that is ‘warming up’ and
targeted by something else is assumed to have
an elapsed time of the turn mod that has
elapsed from the time it was activated.

If you activate a power with this modifier and 
someone spends +6 turn mod on an attack 
against you, it is assumed to happen after your 
power has been on for a time level of +6.

A power that mimics a flaming sword could have 
‘requires an opposed skill roll’ and ‘gestures’. A 
rifle could have ‘requires a ranged combat skill 
roll’ and have the ‘gestures’ modifier twice 
(because you need two hands to use a rifle).

mvocalization(+1): The power requires an 
unobstructed voice to activate it, but this can
be in the confines of a helmet or from behind
a mask. If the voice needs to have no barrier
in front of the face and for the voice to be loud
and obvious, you can take the modifier twice. 

mconcentration(prep)(+2): If a power takes
more than an action to prepare, the power can
be designed so the user must devote all their
attention to the power. During a concentration
period, the user of the power can take no
major actions and cannot take any minor
actions except to communicate and possibly
walk. Having to make any roll not related to
the power that cannot be succeeded at by
‘taking 2’s’ will break the user’s concentration.

If you take 1 hit of damage and cross the -0d 
damage threshold, this requires a Will roll to 
avoid being stunned. Since a roll is required, 
your concentration is broken if you cannot make 
this roll by ‘taking 2’s’.

mconcentration(active)(+2): If the power
duration is longer than an action, the power
can be designed so that total concentration is
required to keep the power going. This is the
same as ‘concentration(prep)’, but the user of
the power may also make any rolls directly
related to the use, manipulation of the power
or resistance to the power. A power can have
one of these modifiers or both, depending on
the special effect desired.

mprep time(+time/4): The power requires a
certain amount of time before it is ready to
use. The modifier rounds towards zero, so time
levels of less than +4 are worth no bonus. 
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Gadget modifiers
Many real-world effects are simply powers in a
mundane gadget. However, gadgets can also
be paranormal, like a magic wand. Most 
powers can be embodied in gadget form, and
there is a bewildering amount of possible 
modifiers. This is the most useful subset.

gadget modifier
mobvious +3
msubtle +2
mhidden +1
mcarried +3
mworn +2
iembedded +1
m immobile +4
mmundane +1
mmundane size ±varies
mpassword -1

Gadget modifiers are fairly large because
gadgets are a liability. They can be taken from
you, destroyed and it is often obvious that you
have the gadget and what it does.

mobvious(+3): Anyone who looks at you can
see the gadget. A suit of armor or a rifle is
obvious.

msubtle(+2): You have to take at least a minor
action to appraise the situation to see the
gadget or associate it with any visible power
effect. A concealed bulletproof vest or hidden
camera is subtle. A skill roll appropriate to the
nature of the gadget may be substituted for an
Awareness roll to spot it.

Your skills as a bodyguard help you spot other
people who are carrying concealed weapons.

mhidden(+1): Even if the power generated by
the gadget is obvious, the gadget itself is 
hidden from casual view and has no obvious
connection to the power.

irequires 2 users(+4): The power cannot be 
activated by only one person. Enough people
with the identical power must be available,
(you can have more than you actually need).
You may take this modifier multiple times,
doubling the required people each time.

A power that requires 8 people with the same 
power to activate it would have a +12 modifier.

One person uses and directs the power, but 
all are required for the power to work. Each 
person past the first adds the efficiency of the
power to the effect, just like an extra 2P was
spent on the power.

A power that requires 8 people acts like it has 
+14P spent in secondary cost. If the power had 
an efficiency of +10, then the final power level 
would be +80 (efficiency of +10 times 7 extra 
people).

This modifier is designed for powers of a 
ceremonial nature, and the assumption is that
all the users are within touching range of at
least one other user of the power.

imay use 2 assistants(+2): The power may
take advantage of skilled or semi-skilled 
assistants, up to the maximum number for the
modifier. You may take the modifier multiples
times, doubling the number of assistants each
time. A group of assistants acts like an extra
user for each +2 in the modifier. 

A power with 8 assistants has a +6 modifier and 
acts like a power with 3 extra users.

Lacking the required number for the modifier
chosen means you do not generate any extra
effect. Assistants usually must have spent 1S
or 1P to be useful. That is, they have some
minor amount of power or skill to contribute.

This modifier is meant for ceremonial powers,
and the assumption is that all the assistants
are within touching range of at least one other
assistant or user of the power.
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gadget size/weight modifier
m≤.1 kilogram gadget -9
m .25 kilogram gadget(knife) -6
m .5 kilogram gadget -3
m1 kilogram gadget(pistol) +0
m2 kilogram gadget +3
m4 kilogram gadget(rifle) +6
m8 kilogram gadget +9
m16 kilogram gadget +12
m32 kilogram gadget(machinegun) +15
m64 kilogram gadget +18
m125 kilogram gadget +21
m250 kilogram gadget +24
m500 kilogram gadget +27
m1 ton gadget(cannon) +30
meach ±1 mass level(±25% weight) ±1

A 4 kilogram gadget has a size modifier of +6, so 
a mundane gadget this size can spend up to +2P 
over the base power cost.

Mundane gadgets have a mundane cost. You
buy them with money instead of points, so
anyone with sufficient wealth can own one.
The default cost level of a mundane gadget is:

• the power efficiency (count as +0 if less than +1)
• plus the quantity level for total cost in P
• plus the smaller of:

half the range level (round towards zero)
half the size modifier (round towards zero)

• +1 for each power in a suite after the first
• then any adjustment for coverage of the gadget

(use the reverse of any armor coverage modifier)
• then subtract 10

A 2d+1 pistol that has an efficiency of +7, a 
range of +16 and a gadget size modifier of +0 
would be:

+7 for its efficiency
+1 for 1P in the power (1P gives a 2d+1 effect)
+0 for its size modifier (smaller of size & range)
-10 as a final step

equals a final cost level of -2 (500 Credits) as a 
mundane gadget.

mcarried(+3): The gadget is held in one or both
hands, and can be dropped, grabbed, set down
or confiscated.

mworn(+2): The gadget is worn or otherwise
attached in such a way that it cannot be
removed unless you are incapacitated or
immobilized or under duress (‘take it off or 
we shoot you’).

membedded(+1): The gadget is not removable
without a serious amount of work, though its
effects can usually be negated under the same
conditions a worn gadget can be taken from
you. Your bionic eye laser can be covered with
an armored patch.

m immobile(+4): The gadget is considered non-
portable. While it might be movable, it cannot
be used except as a stationary, prepared item.
It is usually either large, heavy, delicate or
some combination of the above. It can still be
obvious, subtle or hidden.

mmundane(+1): The gadget is a ‘real-world’
gadget. It can only do things appropriate to
the technology base of the game setting, both
in nature and in power level. On the other
hand, it can be bought with money rather than
P. Items on the gear list have their equivalent
cost in P just as a reference. If you wish 
magical or paranormal gadgets to have power
levels appropriate to their physical size, you
may use this modifier for them as well.

mmundane size(±varies): A paranormal gadget
has no limits on the power in it. But, it is no
harder to hit than the adventurer using it, and
has double the armor and hits of a mundane
gadget, but it can only be bought with P.

A mundane gadget must have a mundane size
and is limited in power. The maximum number
of secondary P that can be spent on a power is
one-quarter the modifier for its size (rounding
up), but regardless of how small the gadget
you can always spend +1P in secondary cost.
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mdrain per +X(±varies): This is how much
drain applies costs to use the power, rounding
drain up. Practically speaking, you will select a
value for this that is optimized for the dice or
level in the effect. 

If you have a +15 (or 5d+0) power, a drain of 
+1 per +12 means it would be +2 drain, while 
+1 per +15 means it would only be +1 drain.

mdrain is non-lethal hits(+2): Instead of 
stamina, all use of the power does non-lethal
hits (leaving stamina untouched). This is 
treated like non-lethal damage for all game
purposes, with the note that effects of the
damage happen after any power that activates
at the same time. This to ensure that you do
not stun or knock yourself out until after the
power has a chance to work.

idrain is lethal hits(+4): Instead of stamina,
all use of the power does lethal hits (leaving
stamina untouched), but is otherwise like drain
of non-lethal hits.

idrain is an attribute(+4): Instead of stamina,
all use of the power subtracts from the usable
level of one or more Attributes (leaving 
stamina untouched). This heals like the default
for attribute damage (same as non-lethal hits),
but is otherwise like drain of non-lethal hits.

Adventurer’s Edge
As an optional rule, a mundane gadget designed 
by a player for their adventurer can utilize +1P 
over any normal limit for its mass. However, 
this comes with the price of some gamemaster-
mandated modifier, like hard-to-find ammuntion 
or higher energy use for an energy-powered 
gadget. This gives the adventurer an edge over 
everyone else using that particular type of 
mundane gadget.

Drain modifiers
Powers are an expenditure of energy. The
energy has to come from somewhere. The
default is that it comes from the user of the
power, and costs +1 towards stamina use per
+6 or 2d of final effect. The amount that your
power use contributes to stamina loss is called
‘drain’.

More severe drains give a positive modifier,
less severe drains are a negative modifier.
Remember that in combat, the drain for using
a power is counts the portion of the turn you
are using the power, even if you are not using
turn mod on actions, and it applies to each
power used in this way. For powers that are on
all the time (like a force field), this can add up. 

If the available turn mod is +8 and you are flying 
and maintaining a force field for the whole turn, 
then you are spending +16 towards stamina use 
for the time alone, plus any amount for the drain 
of the powers.

If you have a power with a separate energy
reserve, it calculates things the same way. If
the drain of a power is something other than
stamina (like draining your hits), you would
calculate its drain completely separately.

So, with that out of the way, here are the
assorted drain modifiers:

drain modifiers modifier
m+2 per +3 power level +4
m+1 per +3 power level +2
m+1 per +6 power level +0
m+1 per +9 power level -1
m+1 per +12 power level -2
m+1 per +15 power level -3
m+1 per +18 power level -4
mdrain is non-lethal hits +2
idrain is lethal hits +4
idrain is an attribute +4
mzero drain -1
isteady drain -time/4
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Stored power modifiers
Powers in gadgets are often powered from
within the gadget rather than by the user of
the gadget. A gun is a perfect example. A
wishing ring would be another. And a power
does not need to be in a gadget to have
‘stored power’. Mages might have an internal
‘magic reserve’ that is separate from their
stamina. It depends on the gameworld and the
special effect you want.

stored power modifiers modifier
mcharges -3
menergy reserve +0
m communal reserve +1
m linked to stamina +1

quantity 
of power modifier
m 1 +7
m 2 +6
m 3 +5
m 4 +4
m 6 +3
m 8 +2
m 11 +1
m 15 +0
m 23 -1
m 32 -2
m 45 -3
m 65 -4
m 90 -5
m 125 -6
m 180 -7
i 250 -8
i 400 -9
i 700 -10
i 1000 -11
i 1400 -12

mzero drain(-1): If a power has a stamina drain
of less than 1 (before rounding), you can take
this modifier to make the actual drain zero. A
power in a gadget that has zero drain can still
be turned on and off unless it has the always
on modifier.

In the case of autoburst or autofire powers,
the drain counts as adding +6 or +12 to the
power level for purposes of the ‘zero drain’ 
calculation.

If you have an autoburst power with a power 
level of +7, it counts as a power level of +13 if 
you are trying to buy it to zero drain. 

isteady drain(-time/4): This just means that
the power does not have its energy or stamina
use tracked like individiual activations. You
instead determine what drain per amount of
effect you want, then say that you use this
amount of stamina in the time interval for this
modifier.

You have a power with +18 effect and a drain 
of +1 per +9. If part of the power design was a 
‘constant drain’ modifier of -5 for a time level of 
+20 (or 15 minutes), then the power costs 2 
stamina (1 per +9) per 15 minutes of use. This 
cost of 2 stamina could also be a cost of 2 energy 
from an energy reserve for that power.

This modifier is generally not for stamina-
costing offensive powers, but is instead good
for long-duration things like vehicle fuel tanks,
flashlight batteries and such. However, it is
also useful for force field gadgets or other
powers that have an energy reserve. It is also
a way to assign a long power duration. The
power operates until the energy reserve runs
dry. 
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Bear in mind for both charges and energy
reserves that power duration is not affected. If
you have a power duration of ‘until stunned’
and the power runs off charges, then one
charge lasts until you are stunned. This could
be very appropriate for things like magic
spells. If you are stunned, then the magic is
dispelled and the charge is used up.

m linked to stamina(+1): This only applies to
energy reserves, and means that if the energy
reserve runs dry, the power will automatically
start draining the user’s stamina at whatever
the drain rate is for that power.

mcommunal reserve(+1): This only applies 
to power suites of at least two powers. The
energy available is shared between the 
powers, and you get a +1 modifier on each
power in the suite.

If you have a magic wand with three powers and 
fifteen charges in a communal reserve, then using 
any one of the three powers uses up one of the 
charges. 

If a power suite has a communal reserve, then
the conditions under which the energy is
replenished must be identical for all the 
powers in that suite.

With gamemaster permission, a communal
reserve can apply across multiple power suites,
so you can have several powers that operate
at the same time, drawing from a common
energy pool that is separate from your 
stamina.

mcharges(-3): ‘Charges’ are discrete units of
energy. Bullets would be the ‘charges’ for a
gun. The wishes in a wishing ring would be
‘charges’. If a power has charges it has 
automatically has no drain and must take a 
+0 modifier for that category. When the power
runs out of charges, you cannot use it until
you replace them. This modifier is often used
in a technological context, but it can also apply
to magic. For instance, a ‘wishing ring’ might
be really powerful but only have one ‘charge’.

A magic wand (or gun) with 8 charges would 
have a total modifier of -1.

A charge, once activated, runs at the level of
power specified in the charge or power and
cannot be adjusted. 

You cannot decide to fire a bullet at less than full 
damage.

menergy reserve(+0): An ‘energy reserve’ is
more like a battery. It holds an amount of
stamina or its equivalent (electricity, mana,
etc.), and this can be used for a power just 
as stamina would be. Charges are usually
something that is used up and replaced, while
an energy reserve is like a battery that is
depleted and then recharged in the same way
that stamina is used.

The different between the two is that charges
are most often used for powers with a power
duration of ‘an action’, while an energy 
reserve is usually more appropriate for power
durations of more than an action. You can
have something like a force field that runs off
of charges, but this means that each time the
force field turns on, it uses up a charge. 

A power running from an energy reserve can
be adjusted up or down to alter the energy
consumption.
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mreplenish from stamina(+2): This means 
that you can recharge the energy from your
personal stamina on a 1-to-1 basis. The rate at
which your stamina is used up for this process
is determined when you create the power and
is usually an additional time-dependent 
modifier. After you burn stamina to replenish
the power, your stamina recovers normally.

You could say the replenishment was time-
dependent, draining 1 point of your stamina 
every 4 minutes (time level of +16) until the 
power is fully recharged.

You may usually start and stop replenishment
at will, choosing when and how much stamina
to burn off, noting that you do have to spent
the time per point of stamina in one sitting.

If you spent less than 4 minutes in the previous 
example, you would get no benefit and the time 
you spent would not be saved for later.

mtime-dependent(+varies): The power 
automatically replenishes itself. This is clearly 
a subjective phenomenon that has to be in line
with the nature of the power. If your power is
a rocket launcher, replacement rockets do not
automatically appear in your rucksack. You get
back one unit of whatever type of power is
stored each time the listed interval elapses.

mfull replacement(+1): This just means that
you get back all the energy at once. This only
works for time-dependent replacement and for
more than 1 unit of energy or charge.

You have a magic wand with 8 charges that gets 
back 1 charge per hour (time level of +24). So, 
every 8 hours the wand refills itself to the full 8 
charges, whether it was empty or almost full, and 
it only gets charges back once per 8 hours.

Power replenishment modifiers
Since stored power is not your personal 
stamina, it does not recover in the same way.
This is very subjective and based on the
gameworld and the power in question. The 
following modifiers apply to replenishment of
stored power:

replenishment modifier
m easily replaced power source -2
m hard to replace power source +0
m extremely hard to replace power source +2
i near-impossible to replace power source +4
mmundane replacement -1
m replenish from stamina +2
m time-dependent replacement +level/8
m full replacement only +1

mease of replacement(±varies): These four
modifiers mean that you replace the stored
power by scrounging, effort or purchase. ‘Easy’
means you can do it in fifteen minutes or so
(time level of +20) with an average(7) skill roll
of some relevant type (scrounging, area
knowledge, herblore, etc.). Each increase in
difficulty adds +8 to the time level and +4 to
the difficulty of the roll for that time level.
These numbers are for optimum situations. If
you are scrounging for rare herbs, this could
be quite difficult to do on an arctic ice pack.

A ‘hard to replace’ power source requires a 
hard(11) skill roll of some kind that takes at least 
a time level of +28 (4 hours) to accomplish.

mmundane replacement(-1): This just means
that there should be little difficulty in obtaining
replacement charges or energy in any area in
which the gadget can be acquired in the first
place. Places that sell guns also have places
that sell bullets. Places that sell flashlights also
have places that sell flashlight batteries. This
modifier does not mean you can carry more
energy than you paid for, but you can probably
replace the supply between encounters without
too much difficulty.
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Absorption +8
This power takes lethal damage that hits you
(range of ‘aura’) and adds it to any existing
armor effect you might have, at a ratio of 3
damage to +1 armor. Damage must penetrate
other defenses in order to activate the power,
but the damage absorbed does not strike the
person with the power and any added armor
applies against the remainder. The effect is not
cumulative, so when the maximum amount for
the power level has been absorbed, the power
stops absorbing damage. The power duration
is ‘until stunned’, and effect duration is that it
wears off at the rate of 1 point of extra
defense each 15 seconds (if you are stunned
you stop absorbing new damage, but keep the
benefit of previous absorptions). It has a drain
of +1 per +12 damage absorbed.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
power level of +12, which would absorb up to a 
4d+0 attack and turn it into up to +3 on your 
armor. This power would cost +1 drain to use.

altered versions of power:
mnon-lethal: Only affects bruising damage 
and increases Toughness instead of armor.
mdervish: Damage done is transferred to your
Dodge or movement (same ratio).
mhits boost: Damage done is added to your
hits total (same ratio) and damage you take
comes off this virtual total first, and vanishes
when the extra hits wear off.

dervish ±modifier
base modifier +8
change absorption target to movement +0
modifier quantity total x8
power efficiency +6

So for 3P you can absorb up to a total of +12 
(4d+0) in lethal damage and add +1 to your 
Walk movement per +3 absorbed. This effect 
wears off at the rate of 1 point per 15 seconds.

m

That is it!
That is the simplest set of modifiers for 
customizing powers. You can apply most of
these in various ways to the sample power list
to get effects appropriate for powers ranging
from psionics to superpowers to various types
of magic.

But if you want the full set of rules for desiging
every aspect of a power from the ground up,
you will need the unimaginatively titled EABA
Powers supplement.

Power listing
This is a set of a common and useful powers
that overlap in a lot of genres and game-
worlds. Each is going to be listed with a
description that uses various keywords from
the design rules, a modifier total and some
suggested variations. To make the description
as clear as possible, terms in the description
that are modifiers will be in single quotes, like
a range of ‘aura’, or a duration of ‘until
stunned’. This will let you find the baseline
value for that modifier in case you want to
change it to something else.

All the sample powers will show you what you
can do with 3P spent on the power, and also a
variant of the power. Quite often you will want
to spend as much as you can on a power, up
to the limits of the gameworld and starting
points for the adventurers.

It is expected that players will want to adjust
the powers, which is why the modifier total for
the power is listed instead of its efficiency. You
adjust the modifier total to get the efficiency of
your revised power. The starting description for
a power is meant to be usable, but is certainly
not optimal. It is meant to give you enough
information to get you started on your own
customization. Quite often the customizing
ends up more interesting than the power itself.
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Energy blast +6
This is a lethal beam of energy, like a high-
powered laser or a bullet, a single pulse of
damage to lethal hits that is blocked by armor.
It has a drain cost of +1 per 2d of final effect
(round drain up), a default Accuracy of 1 per
2d of final effect and ‘long range’ (350
meters).

As listed, the power has an efficiency of +5, so if 
you spent 3P on this power you would get +10
effect or a 3d+1 lethal attack.

altered versions of power:
msniper blast: Longer range, more accuracy.
mbruising blast: Non-lethal damage instead of

lethal damage.
mfrag blast: Add the explosion modifier.
imental blast: Change the defense to a mental

attribute or armor with a ‘rare attack’ modifier,
change damage to non-lethal.

ibypass blast: Change the defense to lethal
hits rather than armor, so it is the bulk of a
target rather than its hardness that blocks it
(meaning that it ignores non-material barriers
like force fields).

isensory blast: Targets Awareness, defended
against by armor protecting that attribute or a
circumstantial defense or partial effect modifier
(looking away, welding goggles, etc.).

mweapon: Put the power in a gadget using an
energy reserve of some kind.

stun pulse ±modifier
base modifier for power +6
change lethal damage to non-lethal +4
change long range to short range(23m) +2
change drain to +1 per +9 power level -1
modifier quantity total x12
power efficiency +7

So for 3P we get an attack that does 4d+2 non-
lethal damage out to a range of 23 meters with 
an Accuracy of +2 (if aimed), for a drain cost per 
use of +2.

m

Armor +9
Armor protects your hits from any effect or
real-world circumstance that would mark off
non-lethal or lethal hits. The modifier total is
based on a ‘self only’ effect like an armored
skin that is ‘always on’ and has zero drain for
power levels of +14 or less. Power levels of
+15 and up will require a better drain modifier.

As listed, the power has an efficiency of +6, so if 
you spent 3P on this power it would give you a 
defense of +12, or 4d+0, enough to stop a rifle. 
This would cost zero stamina to use.

altered versions of power:
mforce field: Armor that protects you out to

aura range and costs stamina or other energy
to use.

mforce wall: Apply the power with a range, an
area effect and a boundary limit on the area.

msuit of armor: Armor as gadget of some kind
mdeflection: Requires an opposed combat skill

roll against the attacker in order for it to 
activate, possibly with gestures or a gadget
modifier (like a shield or bracers).

m limited coverage: Protects only certain hit
locations or has a random activation roll.

mmental shield: Say the power only protects
vs. rare attack types (e.g. mental damage).

mrealistic armor 1: Reduced protection from
damage coming from other than real-world
energies.

mrealistic armor 2: Is a mundane gadget with
appropriate weight and mundane cost.

deflection bracer ±modifier
base modifier for power +9
requires opposed skill roll +4
obvious, worn gadget (bracer) +5
requires gestures +1
remove ‘always on’ modifier -2
remove ‘zero drain’ modifier +1
change drain to +1 per +18 power level -1
modifier quantity total x17
power efficiency +8

So for 3P we get a power that gives an armor of 
+16(5d+1) and has a drain of +1 to use.

m
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Growth +6
Makes you bigger. Each +3 in power level
increases your size level by +1. Size level has
inherent effects at no cost in P:

each ±1 in size:
±1 to be hit in combat or to be spotted
±1 to walk, run and sprint
±1 to reach in melee

each +2 in size:
+1 hex of reach in melee
+1 hex of space taken up on a map

The growth takes place at the rate of +1 size
level per +1 time after activation, and lasts
until ‘until stunned’. The power has a range of
‘aura’, so your clothing and gear adjusts in size
(but not in capability). The power has a drain
of +1 per +9 in the final effect.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
power level of +10, which would increase a 
normal person from 2 meters tall (+0 difficulty 
to hit) to 6 meters tall (-3 difficulty to hit). 
Using the power at this level would have +1 
drain if used at a power level of +9.

altered versions of power:
mshrinking: Reduces your size instead of
increasing it.
mdensification: Increases mass instead of size
(an extra -1 modifier).
mextended reach: Growth that only applies to
one body part (a circumstance modifier).

densification ±modifier
base modifier for power +6
targets mass instead of size -1
change range from ‘aura’ to ‘self’ +2
change drain to +1 per +9 power +1
modifier quantity total x8
power efficiency +6

So for 3P you have a power level of +12, which 
increases your mass level by +4, making you 
two-and-a-half times heavier at a drain of +2. 

m

Flight +5
This is ‘superhero flight’, where you move
about by will alone. It requires conscious
thought to direct and has a power duration of
‘until stunned’. The drain cost is +1 per +6 in
movement, and the power can optionally be
used outside of combat at +8 over the normal
rate, at the drain cost for the movement with-
out this bonus. The power has a range of
‘aura’ to protect the user’s gear.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
combat flight speed of +8 (22kph/14mph) and 
a non-combat speed of +14 (162kph/101mph), 
both of which would have a drain of +2.

altered versions of power:
menhanced running: Only works next to a 
surface (lets you run up the side of a building
or over water).
mrocket boots: Power as a worn gadget with
an energy reserve.
mwings: Change to non-natural biological 
movement and possibly require gestures with
both hands.
mgliding: Remove non-combat bonus, require
a skill roll to gain altitude.
mswinging: Requires a vertical object at least
as high as flight altitude, within the maximum
movement distance and in the direction you
want to ‘fly’ (a circumstantial or partial effect
modifier).

rocket boots ±modifier
base modifier for power +5
obvious, worn gadget +5
requires average(7) skill roll +1
energy reserve of +15 +0
steady drain of 1 per +16 time (4 min) -4
mundane energy replacement -1
modifier quantity total x6
power efficiency +5

So for 3P we get flight at a combat speed of +10 
(40kph/25mph) and non-combat speed of +18 
(630kph/394mph). Each will use 1 energy from
the reserve per minute of flight and flying uses
a minor action each time you take an action.

m
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Intangibility +6
This power allows you to change yourself and
your gear (range of ‘aura’) into a form that 
can pass through solid objects without a trace.
The power is resisted by the armor plus the
hits of one hex of material, which in general is:

material armor+hits per hex
water 6
sand or dirt 12
soft rock 15
hard rock 18
soft metal 21
hard metal 24

The residual power level is the maximum
movement level you are capable of. Movement
levels of less than zero can be offset with time
levels unless you limit the power to preclude
very slow movement through highly resistant
objects. The power also grants an armor
against damage to lethal hits of its residual
power level (so in air, it is pretty good). The
power has a drain of +1 per +6 power level,
and you are counted as using it for whatever
time level you are remaining intangible.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
power level of +10, which means in air you have 
an armor of +10 with the special effect that 
attacks pass through you with little interaction. If 
you were moving through dirt, your movement 
level would be -2 and you would get no inherent 
armor benefit (but you would probably get the 
benefit of the dirt).

altered versions of power:
ipseudo-intangibility: Conditionally limited to
require a physical passage through or around
what you are going through. Allows you to
pass through bars or under doors, but not
solid walls.

i

Healing +6
This power lets you heal lost lethal hits on
yourself or others. It is defended against by
the intact hits of the target, and the residual
power level is the damage healed. If used 
outside of combat, the effect is +8 normal, 
but at the drain cost before the bonus is
applied. Using the power takes an action, it
has a range of ‘touch’ and has a drain of +1
for each +6 in the power level.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
power level of +10, which is resisted by the hits 
of the target and costs +2 drain. If used in a 
non-combat setting, it also costs +2 drain to 
use but has a power level of +18.

altered versions of power:
iregeneration: Range of self only, triggered
by taking damage.
mlesser healing: Applies to non-lethal hits or
stamina, or has a maximum amount that the
power can heal.
mphysician-assisted: Requires a skill roll and
preparation time to first diagnose the injury.
mempathic healing: Add a conditional side
effect where there must be an emotional 
connection to the person healed.

regeneration ±modifier
base modifier for power +6
triggered -2
range of ‘self’ instead of ‘touch’ +5
modifier quantity total x9
power efficiency +6

So for 3P you have a regeneration power with an 
out of combat effect of +20, which is triggered by 
being damaged and being able to get stationary 
and rest long enough for the wounds to knit 
(being out of combat). This +20 is reduced by 
your level of intact hits and the remainder is the 
hits you heal back, and this has a drain of +4 
each time it activates.

m
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Mimic +11
This power allows you to change your body
(range of ‘self’) into the form of anything you
can touch and understand by making an
‘opposed skill roll’ with a skill for this power
against the hits of what you are copying. The
residual power level is the degree to which you
can mimic the target. Each +1 in residual
power effect is worth ±1 on skill rolls related
to appearance. If the power was adjusted to
be used on others, each +3 in residual power
effect could also be -1 to the effective usability
of an attribute (like making someone’s hands
into claws to be less dextrous). A ±15 change in
appearance would make something completely
unrecognizable as what it was before. The power
lasts as long as you are not stunned or
knocked out and costs +1 drain per +6 in the
power level.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
power level of +14, which costs +3 drain and 
gives you a +14 on disguise-based skill rolls.

altered versions of power:
ilimited mimic: You can only mimic a 
particular trait, like voice, appearance or scent.
idestructive mimic: You can only mimic
things if the original is destroyed or killed in
the process.
imutation: You can adversely affect the 
physical form of others, decreasing their 
attribute rolls in some way.

mutation touch ±modifier
base modifier for power +11
change range from ‘self’ to ‘touch’ -5
defended against by hits total +0
modifier quantity total x6
power efficiency +5

So for 3P you have a power with a level of +10. 
If this exceeds their hits, you can give them a -1 
to an Attribute of your choice per +3 residual 
power level, which lasts until you are stunned. 
Clearly you would need to spend more P on this 
to get it up to a useful level. 

i

Invisibility +8
You are invisible to normal sight. The effect is
reduced by the Awareness of a viewer, so in
order to have any effect, your power level has
to exceed their Awareness. Anyone trying to
see you has sight Awareness dropped by the
residual power level. The power has a range 
of ‘aura’, so you are immune to having paint
splashed on you (but you may leave paint-
smeared footprints). The power is, however,
negated by intangible visual obstructions (you
leave a person-shaped hole in smoke or fog).
Using the power is a drain of +1 per +6 in the
power level and it takes you 4 seconds (time
level of +4) to fade from view. Once activated,
the power lasts ‘until stunned’.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
power level of +12, which is resisted by the 
Awareness of the target and costs +2 drain.

altered versions of power:
mshadowwalking: Like ‘only works in shadow’,
‘requires a stealth skill roll against a particular
difficulty’, ‘only if moving no faster than a
walk’, and so on.
mpsychic invisibility: Is defended against by
Will, does not work against things that have
Awareness but no Will (like security cameras).
itotal invisibility: Affects all forms of sensory
Awareness (the whole attribute).

shadowwalking ±modifier
base modifier for power +8
only works in shadow +3
cannot move faster than a walk +6
requires opposed skill roll +4
increase prep time to +12 (1 minute) +2
modifier quantity total x23
power efficiency +9

So for 3P you have a power that helps you hide in 
the shadows. If you make a stealth roll against a 
target, it gives you a power level of +18. Their 
Awareness subtracts from this and the remainder
subtracts from their Awareness for spotting you.

m
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Remote viewing +4
Allows you to see great distances and through
solid objects, within limits. The power level is a
sight Awareness that negates 4 range levels
(in addition to Accuracy from the power level)
and whose perceptive roll is blocked only by
the hits of intervening obstacles. If viewing in
a non-combat situation (no opposition to your
spying) you get +8 to the power level. The
power is ‘hidden’, must be constantly renewed
each action, and has +1 drain per +6 in the
power level before any non-combat bonus.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
+8 to your normal sight Awareness and could see 
through barriers with up to 8 hits, with reduction 
to range difficulty of -5 (1 for the power level, 4 
more for the extra Accuracy). Out of combat, you 
would get +16 to your sight Awareness and have 
a difficulty reduction for range of -6.

altered versions of power:
nremote sensing: Add full sensory Awareness
(extra -2 modifier), so you can sense what is
as though you were actually there.
ndanger sense: You use a time level of the
turn as a defense (modifier change of -2) and
increase Dodge instead of your Awareness 
(modifier change of -4), as you try to not be
where future attacks are going to be aimed.
ibugging: Make the power a gadget that has
to be placed at the location to be sensed.

danger sense ±modifier
base modifier for power +4
remove non-combat and Accuracy +3
defended against by time level -2
uses ranged combat skill roll +2
increase Dodge instead of Awareness -4
modifier quantity total x3
power efficiency +3

So for 3P you have a power level of +6. You 
make a sight Awareness roll against the difficulty 
for the range of the attacker and get a benefit of 
the residual power level to your Dodge. Using the 
power is a minor action for whatever time interval 
you are sensing over.

n

Mind control +6
This power allows you to overcome the will of
a target and compel them to do your bidding.
The power is defended against with Will, and
note that the normal defense against this sort
of thing is to buy one or more points of Will
with P and apply the circumstance modifier
‘only against a rare (or very rare) attack’. This
gives a big bonus to Will, but only for use in
resisting mental attacks. The power has ‘short
range’, a drain of +1 per +6 power level, and
you are counted as using it for whatever time
level you are controlling someone.

The power duration normally lasts ‘until
stunned’, and while in operation the residual
power level can be used up to the level of the
target’s Attributes, either as raw Attribute use
or as a skilled task. It takes a minor action to
command a minor action and a major action to
command a major action, but you do get one
as a ‘freebie’ when you activate the power.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
power level of +10, which costs +2 drain. This 
power level would only be sufficient for use 
against low Will targets.

altered versions of power:
icommand: Instead of constant control, the
power duration is only an action and the effect
duration is made into a time level. 
ihypnotize: Add gestures, voice, prep time, a
skill roll and make the range very short.

command ±modifier
base modifier for power +6
change range from ‘short’ to ‘very short’ +1
requires unimpeded voice +2
target must be able to hear command +3
effect duration of +8 time (15 seconds) -1
modifier quantity total x11
power efficiency +7

So for 3P you have a power level of +14. The 
target does the command at an Attribute level up 
to the residual power (if you do not have total
control it means they are fighting the command).

i
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Telepathy +6
Telepathy lets you peer into someone’s mind
and rummage around for information. The
power requires laying hands on the person to
be scanned (range of ‘touch’), and this can 
be done in combat. The power level is like a
damage roll that is resisted by the quantity of
information to be sifted through plus the Will
of the target. Information is from the most
recent memories and going backwards, using
one quarter the time level from the present
(e.g. the past minute would count as +3).
Success at penetrating this defense yields a
quantity of information (your answer) equal to
the residual power level (e.g. ‘yes’ or ‘no’ is a
quantity of x1). The power is ‘hidden’ and has
+1 drain per +6 in the power level.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
power level of +10, which rolls like 3d+1 against 
the target’s Will plus the depth of memories to be 
probed, and any remainder is the quantity level 
of the answer you can get to your question. 

altered versions of power:
imind scan: Covers an area centered on you
and lets you seek a mind that contains a 
particular piece of information. Is defended
against the same as the base power.
mmind link: Opens a two-way communication
channel using non-combat range modifier and
non-combat power level, so that only willing
targets can be communicated with.

mind link ±modifier
base modifier for power +6
non-combat range at +16 -2
non-combat effect at +8 -1
change range from ‘touch’ to ‘very short’ -1
modifier quantity total x2
power efficiency +2

So for 3P you have a power level of +4 and a 
non-combat power level of +12, which is usable 
to a non-combat range of 1 kilometer. As long 
as the power level exceeds the Will of a willing 
target, the difference is the quantity level of 
information you can transfer as an action.

i

Telekinesis +2
Generates a Strength that you can use at
‘medium’ range, either as a melee attack or for
skilled non-combat tasks. The power acts like
your Strength, so you have a sense of touch,
but doing things that require sight perception
might take distance penalties on the difficulty.
The power has a drain of +1 per +6 in the
final effect.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
Strength of 4 that you could use at a range of up 
to 90 meters. This level of Strength would have a 
drain of +1 to use.

altered versions of power:
mstretching: Reduce the range, make the
power attribute-linked and pay for natural
Strength with P to allow the final effect to be
an addition to natural strength with all of it
usable at range. Note that you can do the
same thing with the Growth power. EABA
does not lock you into a single way of getting
things done
mweb: Make the power use a ranged skill roll
and have a long duration. Those who are hit
by it are ‘grabbed’ by the Strength and held
there without you having to focus on the
power, but it has a ‘circumstance’ that the
power also ends if they beat its Strength roll
as an action.

web ±modifier
base modifier for power +2
requires ranged combat skill roll +2
change range from ‘medium’ to ‘short’ +1
change drain to +1 per +3 power +1
lasts a time level of +12 (1 min) -3
only lasts until Strength is exceeded +3
modifier quantity total x6
power efficiency +5

So for 3P you have a power level of +10, which 
means if you hit someone with it, they count as 
being grabbed by a person with a Strength of 10, 
and the effect lasts for either a minute or until 
they beat your power’s 3d+1 Strength roll as an 
action.

m
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Putting it all together
We could (and have) devoted an entire book
about the size of the EABA v2 rulebook to just
the subject of powers. It is that complex a
topic. But here are some things to remember 
if you do not go that far:

Power design will include an inherent starting
modifier. The sample powers were all designed
with a starting modifier of about +10, to which
about a dozen different modifier subsets were
applied to get the total you see. Adjusting this
modifier up or down dramatically changes the
nature of powers in the gameworld. 

For instance, without the +10 starting modifier,
almost all the sample powers would have 
negative modifier totals. This would mean that
you would have to spend several P just to get
a power level of +1. Or, you would have to
take lots of limiting modifiers to get the total
into positive territory. In either case, powers
would not be all that powerful.

On the other hand, if the starting modifier was
+20, then things like the ‘armor’ power would
start off with a modifier total of +19 and an
efficiency of +8. For 1P you are stopping 2d+2
pistol bullets with impunity and for 3P you
have 5d+1 skin that bounces heavy assault
rifles. For 9P you could be a walking tank with
an armor (13d+1). In that gameworld, powers
would be very powerful.

You can also adjust the starting modifier in
specific ways. You could say that powers are
elemental and that whichever element you
choose has a +20 starting modifier for powers,
the opposite element has a +0 modifier and
neutral elements have a +10 modifier. So, if
you are a fire mage, you are really good at
powers which can use fire or are thematically
associated with fire (like anger), but have 
difficulty with any power that involves water.

Teleportation +6
This is an extradimensional movement that
lets you travel between points without visibily
crossing the intervening distance. The power
costs +1 drain per +6 distance moved. Your
movement distance is reduced by the armor
of any object you have to teleport through,
and if this is not sufficient to get you through
that object, you materialize again next to that
barrier and take non-lethal hits equal to the
distance level you tried to move.

If you spent 3P on this power you would have a 
teleport distance of +10 (11 meters), and this 
would cost you +2 drain to use.

altered versions of power:
mmass-limited: The defense is based on the
hits of a barrier rather than its armor, allowing
for easy teleportation through force fields.
iwiring: You can only ‘teleport’ through a 
particular type of conduit, like wires, plumbing,
shadows, etc., reappearing at an outlet for that
conduit.
iteleportals: Immobile gadgets with multiple
non-combat use additions to distance.
ndisplacement beam: Teleporation usable
against others, defended against by their mass
level, requires a ranged combat skill roll to hit
them.

teleportal ±modifier
base modifier for power +6
non-combat range at +32 -4
only to other teleportals +9
requires average(7) skill roll (operator) +1
requires time level of +8 to prepare +2
obvious, immobile gadget +7
energy reserve of +8 +2
recharges 1 per time level of +24 (1 hr) +3
modifier quantity total x26
power efficiency +9

So for 3P we can teleport to any other teleportal 
within a distance of +50 (11,000 kilometers!). 
Each use requires a time level of +8 (15 seconds) 
and it recharges an internal energy reserve of 8 
at a rate of 1 per hour.
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Sample framework
You have created a science fiction gameworld,
one where a starfaring humanity encountered
ancient alien nanotech, which in rare instances
has given people limited amounts of power not
explainable by current science.

You decide for the moment that the sample
powers are acceptable, but that all of them are
required to have certain modifications:

• you drop the starting modifier from +10 to +5.
This means that powers in general are going to
be less efficient.

• the alien nanotech works, but does not play well
with human biology. All powers must have drain,
and this drain has to be either lethal or non-lethal
hits. This will be a positive modifier that will help
offset the lower starting modifier.

• powers can have a maximum secondary cost of
+2P, just because you do not want them to be
exceptionally powerful, regardless of how limited
they are.

• all powers have a +1 conditional modifier for
‘success on a 13 or less roll’. Powers do not
always work and there is no explanation why.

• powers cannot be in gadgets or use any modifier
limited to gadgets. However, defenses against a
particular psionic power might be creatable as
mundane gadgets, like a gadget that blocks 
teleportation over an area.

These starting parameters and maybe a few
more added on once you see how things work,
give the powers for your setting a unique feel,
and also a base to work off of, since you will
have to see what the maximum practical level
of power is, and what individuals, religions,
governments and criminals will do with power
and how to defend themselves against this
sort of power.

You can also add flavor to a gameworld by
requiring or forbidding modifiers. A world with
magic might require that all magic use magic
wands, an obvious, carried gadget. Take away
the wizard’s wand and they are powerless. Or
you do the opposite and say that magic can
never be in gadgets. Or say that all magic
requires chanting and gestures, or that all
psionics requires a drain in non-lethal hits, or
that all powers must have a drain of +1 per
+3 power level.

If you are setting up a power system and
frameworld for a setting of your own design,
remember that the world has had time to
adapt to the presence of these powers and
that adventurers are not the only clever 
people out there. If you overlooked something
obvious that causes problems because players
take advantage of it, go back and change it. If
the problem would alter the way you want the
gameworld to work in a social, political or 
economic sense, retcon the power parameters
so that it puts things back on track. The idea
of paranormal powers is that they are not 
normal. They may follow certain rules, but that
does not mean they are rules that are readily
understood. For instance, vampires are not
supposed to be able to cross running water.
Why not? People in the gameworld may have
no idea, but it is still ‘a rule’ that you can 
implement as a modifier with a particular
value.

A game setting that introduces a very small
number or amount of powers where none
existed before is asking for chaos. Movies and
books and legends have been based on worlds
where one person with a power or a gadget
does amazing (and sometimes horrible) things.
The Invisible Man, the One Ring, Excalibur, etc.
One power is unbalancing. Lots of powers
means they will probably balance out in the
end.
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